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Abstract
Comparison-based diagnosis is a practical approach to the system-level fault diagnosis of multiprocessors. The locally twisted
cube is a newly introduced hypercube variant, which not only possesses lower diameter and better graph embedding capability
as compared with a hypercube of the same size, but retains some nice properties of hypercubes. This paper addresses the fault
diagnosis of locally twisted cubes under the MM∗ comparison model. By utilizing the existence of abundant cycles within a locally
twisted cube, we present a new diagnosis algorithm. With elaborately organized data, this algorithm can run in O(N log22 N ) time,
where N stands for the total number of nodes. In comparison, the classical Sengupta–Dahbura diagnosis algorithm takes as much as
O(N5) time to achieve the same goal. As a consequence, the proposed algorithm is remarkably superior to the Sengupta–Dahbura
algorithm in terms of the time overhead.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of technology, the need for high-speed parallel processing systems has been
continuously increasing. The reliability of processors in parallel computing systems is therefore becoming an
important issue. In order to maintain the reliability of a system, whenever a processor (node) is found faulty, it should
be replaced by a fault-free processor. The process of identifying all the faulty nodes is called the diagnosis of the
system [1].
Previous studies have proposed various models for diagnosis [2–4]. An important approach, first proposed by
Maeng and Malek [2,3] is called the comparison diagnosis model (MM model). The MM model deals with the
diagnosis by sending the same input (or task) from a node w to each pair of distinct neighbors, u and v, and then
comparing their responses; the result of the comparison indicates an agreement or a disagreement in the two responses.
The central task is to identify the faulty nodes by interpreting the comparison results. Sengupta and Dahbura [5] further
suggested a modification of the MM model, called the MM∗ model, in which every processor is assigned to test two
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Table 1
The MM∗ model
The two tested nodes u and v The comparator w r((u, v)w)
Both are fault-free Fault-free 0
As least one is faulty Fault-free 1
Any case Faulty Unpredictable
other processors whenever it is adjacent to them. Under the MM∗ model, Sengupta and Dahbura characterized the
diagnosable systems and presented an O(N 5) diagnosis algorithm for general diagnosable systems with N processors.
Due to nice properties such as logarithmic numbers of links per node and logarithmic diameter, symmetry, recursive
structure, and simple yet efficient communication algorithms, the n-dimensional hypercube enjoys popularity as a
topology of interconnection networks [6].
In order to achieve better performance, a variety of hypercube variants were proposed. Among others, the Mo¨bius
cube [7], the crossed cube [8], the twisted cube [6,9,10] have diameters of about half of that of a hypercube of the
same size. A common feature of these variants is that the labels of some neighboring nodes may differ in a large
number of bits. As a result, some of the good properties of hypercubes are lost in these variants. In order to retain as
many nice properties of the hypercube as possible, Yang [11] proposed a new hypercube variant known as the locally
twisted cube, where the labels of any two adjacent nodes differ in at most two successive bits.
An n-dimensional locally twisted cube has the same number of nodes and the same number of edges as an
n-dimensional cube, but has half the diameter and better graph embedding capability as compared with its hypercube
counterpart [11–14]. It is known that, under the MM∗ model, all the faulty processors in an n-dimensional locally
twisted cube can be identified correctly and completely, provided that the number of faulty processors is bounded by
n [15]. As a consequence, the Sengupta–Dahbura’s diagnosis algorithm is applicable to locally twisted cube systems,
although with a high computational complexity.
Motivated by the cycle decomposition properties used in [16–19], we propose a new diagnosis algorithm tailored
for a locally twisted cube connected system under the MM∗ model. By introducing appropriate data structures, this
diagnosis algorithm runs in O(N log22 N ), which is significantly superior to Sengupta–Dahbura’s algorithm when
applied to locally twisted cube systems.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: Preliminaries are provided in Section 2. In Section 3, we
expose the cycle decomposition properties of locally twisted cubes. Section 4 is devoted to explanation and formal
description of the tailored diagnosis algorithm, with the proof of correctness and the analysis of time complexity.
Some concluding remarks are made in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
The topology of a multiprocessor system is modeled by a graph G = (V (G), E(G)), in which each node represents
a processor and each edge represents a communication link between two processors. For a node u of G, denote by
N (u) the set of all its neighboring nodes, i.e., N (u) = {v ∈ V (G) : v is adjacent to u}. For a subset S of V (G), let
N (S) = ∪v∈S N (v). A Hamiltonian cycle within a graph G is a cycle that passes through each and every node of
G exactly once. Let G[S] denote the subgraph of G induced by a set S of nodes. For fundamental graph–theoretic
terminology, the reader is referred to Ref. [8].
Diagnosis by the comparison approach can be modeled by a labeled multigraph, called the comparison graph
M(G) = (V (G),C(G)), where V (G) is the set of all processors and C(G) is the set of labeled edges. A labeled
edge (u, v)w ∈ C (G), with w being a label on the edge, connects u and v, which implies that processors u and v
are being compared by w. For (u, v)w ∈ C (G), the output of comparator w of u and v is denoted by r ((u, v)w), a
disagreement of the output is denoted by the comparison results r ((u, v)w) = 1, whereas an agreement is denoted by
r ((u, v)w) = 0. The collection of all the comparison results is called a syndrome and denoted by r .
Under the MM∗ model, each processor w such that (w, u) ∈ E(G) and (w, v) ∈ E(G) is a comparator for the
pair of processors u and v. The comparison graph M(G) = (V (G),C(G)) of a given system can be a multigraph
because the same pair of nodes may be compared by several different comparators. The MM∗ model assumes that
a fault-free comparator can give correct comparison results, whereas the outcome of a comparison conducted by a
faulty comparator is completely unreliable. More specifically, the assumptions made in MM∗ are listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Two small-sized locally twisted cubes.
Definition 2.1. Given a syndrome r on system G, a cycle in G is r -zero if r ((u, v)w) = 0 for any node w and the two
neighboring nodes u, v of w on the cycle. Otherwise the cycle is r -nonzero. All nodes on an r -zero cycle are r -zero.
All nodes on an r -nonzero cycle are r -nonzero.
The following result follows from the assumption of the MM∗ model.
Lemma 2.1. Let r be a syndrome on a graph G. Let C be a cycle in G.
(1) If C is an r-zero cycle, then all nodes on C are of the same status, namely they are either all fault-free or all faulty.
(2) If C is an r-nonzero cycle, then at least one node on C is faulty.
Proof. (1) If the claim was not true, there would be two successive node u and w on C such that u is faulty and w is
fault-free. Let v be the other neighbor of w on C . Then r((u, v)w) = 1, a contradiction.
(2) There are three successive nodes, say u, w, and v, on C such that r((u, v)w) = 1. If w is faulty, the result
follows. 
Definition 2.2 ([11]). Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. An n-dimensional locally twisted cube, LTQn, is defined recursively
as follows:
(1) LTQ2 is a graph consisting of four nodes labeled with 00, 01, 10, and 11, respectively, connected by four edges
(00, 01), (01, 11), (11, 10), and (10, 00).
(2) For n ≥ 3, LTQn is built from two disjoint copies of LTQn−1 according to the following steps: Let 0LTQn−1
denote the graph obtained from one copy of LTQn−1 by prefixing the label of each node with 0. Let 1LTQn−1
denote the graph obtained from the other copy of LTQn−1 by prefixing the label of each node with 1. Connect
each node 0x2x3 · · · xn of 0LTQn−1 to the node 1(x2 + xn)x3 · · · xn of 1LTQn−1 with an edge.
Fig. 1 shows two examples of locally twisted cubes. Let {0, 1}n denote the whole set of all 0-1 binary strings of
length n. The locally twisted cubes can also be equivalently defined in the following non-recursive fashion.
Definition 2.1′ ([11]). For n ≥ 2, the n-dimensional locally twisted cube, LTQn, is a graph with {0, 1}n as the node
set. Two nodes x = x1x2x3 · · · xn and y = y1y2y3 · · · yn of LTQn are adjacent if and only if one of the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) There is an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 2 such that
(a) xk = y¯k ,
(b) xk+1 = yk+1 + xn , and
(c) all the remaining bits of x and y are identical.
(2) There is an integer k ∈ {n − 1, n} such that x and y differ only in the kth bit.
If so, then y is called the k-th dimensional neighbor of x , and vice versa.
Lemma 2.2 ([12]). LTQn(n ≥ 2) contains a Hamiltonian cycle (which can be constructed recursively).
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Fig. 2. Two small-sized enhanced locally twisted cubes.
3. Cycle decomposition properties of locally twisted cube
This section aims at revealing the cycle decomposition properties of locally twisted cubes. For two 0–1 binary
strings x and y, let xy denote the concatenation of x and y.
For integer n ≥ 5, let c(n) = dlog2(n + 1)e, then c(n) ≥ 3. For any given x ∈ {0, 1}n−c(n), let V (x) ={
xy : y ∈ {0, 1}c(n)}, then V (x) is a set of 2c(n) nodes of LTQn, where each node has a label prefixed with x . Clearly,
the induced subgraph LTQn[V (x)] is isomorphic to LTQc(n). Therefore, LTQn(n ≥ 5) can be decomposed into a
family
{
LT Qn[V (x)] : x ∈ {0, 1}n−c(n)
}
of 2n−c(n) disjoint subgraphs, each of which is isomorphic to LTQc(n). In
what follows, we use the symbol LTQn(x) to denote LTQn[V (x)].
Let HC be a Hamiltonian cycle within LTQc(n). For any given x ∈ {0, 1}n−c(n), we define a mapping fx :
V (LTQc(n)) → V (x) such that fx (y) = xy for each y ∈ {0, 1}c(n). Then HC is mapped onto a Hamiltonian cycle of
LTQn(x), which is also a cycle within LTQn. We call this cycle a cycle induced by HC with respect to x and denote
it by HC(x). Thus, LTQn contains a set of 2n−c(n) disjoint cycles of length 2c(n). On this basis, we introduce the
following notions:
Definition 3.1. For any integer n ≥ 5. Let c(n) = dlog2(n + 1)e. Let HC be a Hamiltonian cycle in LTQc(n). The set
of all cycles of LTQn induced by HC, denoted by CD(HC), is called a cycle decomposition of LTQn induced by HC,
i.e. CD(HC) = {HC(x) : x ∈ {0, 1}n−c(n)}. Two cycles in CD(HC) are adjacent if and only if there is a node on one
cycle that is adjacent to some node on the other cycle.
Depending on the choice of the Hamiltonian cycle HC within LTQc(n), there are a large number of different cycle
decompositions for LTQn. Therefore, HC is called the base cycle that induces the cycle decomposition. For our
purpose, any cycle decomposition is appropriate.
We now construct a graph T = (V (T ), E(T )) from LTQn by contracting each subgraph LTQn(x) to a single node
with label x . That is, V (T ) = {0, 1}n−c(n). Two distinct nodes x and y of T are adjacent if and only if LTQn(x) has a
node that is adjacent to some node of LTQn(y).
In order to discuss the topological properties of the graph T , we introduce a locally twisted cube variant called an
n-dimensional enhanced locally twisted cube for it is obtained by adding (n−1) ·2n−1 more edges to a locally twisted
cube of 2n nodes.
Definition 3.2. For n ≥ 2, an n-dimensional enhanced locally twisted cube, ELTQn, is constructed from an
n-dimensional locally twisted cube LTQn by adding (n − 1) · 2n−1 more edges. Two nodes x = x1x2 · · · xn and
y = y1y2 · · · yn of ELTQn are connected by an extra edge if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) If xn = 0, and there is an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 such that yk = x¯k , and yk+1 = xk+1 + x¯n , and xr = yr for all the
remaining bits.
(2) If xn = 1, and there is an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 2 such that yk = x¯k , and yk+1 = xk+1 + x¯n , and xr = yr for all the
remaining bits.
(3) If xn = 1, and there is an integer k = n − 1 such that yk = x¯k , and yk+1 = x¯n , and xr = yr for all the remaining
bits.
From the definition of enhanced locally twisted cubes, every node of ELTQn has 2n − 1 neighboring nodes. Fig. 2
shows two small-sized ELTQn.
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By observing the topology of the enhanced locally twisted cubes, an ELTQn+1 can be constructed from two disjoint
copies of ELTQn according to the following steps: Let 0ELTQn denote the graph obtained from one copy of ELTQn
by preceding the label of each node with 0. Let 1ELTQn denote the graph obtained from the other copy of ELTQn
by preceding the label of each node with 1. Connect each node 0x1x2 · · · xn of 0ELTQn to the nodes 1x1x2 · · · xn and
1x¯1x2 · · · xn of 1ELTQn with an edge, respectively.
Lemma 3.1. For any two nodes u, v in ELTQn, |N (u, v)| ≥ 4n − 6.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n, the dimension of the enhanced locally twisted cube.
Basis. When n = 2 or 3, the claim can be checked by inspection.
Hypothesis. The claim holds for ELTQn.
Induction. Consider an (n+1)-dimensional enhanced locally twisted cube, ELTQn+1. An ELTQn+1 is composed of
two n-dimensional enhanced locally twisted cubes 0ELTQn and 1ELTQn such that each node 0x1x2 · · · xn in 0ELTQn
is adjacent to two nodes 1x1x2 · · · xn and 1x¯1x2 · · · xn in 1ELTQn . There are three possibilities.
(1) If u and v fall in different ELTQn, since each node in ELTQn has 2n − 1 neighbors. Therefore,
|N (u, v)| ≥ 2 ∗ (2n − 1) = 4n − 2 = 4(n + 1)− 6.
(2) If u and v fall in the same ELTQn. Without loss of generality, suppose both u and v fall in 0ELTQn . By the
topological properties of enhanced twisted cubes, only if u and v are adjacent and their labels are 00x2 · · · xn and
01x2 · · · xn , have they the same neighbors in 1ELTQn , which are labeled 10x2 · · · xn and 11x2 · · · xn . When this is
the case, u and v have at most two common neighbors in 0ELTQn , which are labeled 00x¯2 · · · xn and 01x¯2 · · · xn .
Therefore,
|N (u, v)| ≥ 2 ∗ (2n − 1)− 2+ 2 = 4n − 2 = 4(n + 1)− 6.
(3) If u and v fall in the same ELTQn, and their labels are different from those in the case (2), then, by hypothesis, u
and v have at least 4n − 6 neighbors, all in the same ELTQn. But u and v have four more neighbors in the other
ELTQn. Therefore,
|N (u, v)| ≥ (4n − 6)+ 4 = 4(n + 1)− 6. 
Lemma 3.2. T is isomorphic to ELTQn−c(n).
Proof. Assume two distinct nodes x = x1x2 · · · xn−c(n) and y = y1y2 · · · yn−c(n) of T are adjacent. Then LTQn(x)
has a node xxn−c(n)+1 · · · xn that is adjacent to some node yyn−c(n)+1 · · · yn of LTQn(y). Because x 6= y, there
is 1 ≤ k ≤ n − c(n) such that yk = x¯k, yk+1 = xk+1 + xn and all the remaining bits of xxn−c(n)+1 · · · xn and
yyn−c(n)+1 · · · yn are identical. Notice that for the same prefix x , the bit xn is either 0 or 1. Therefore, there are some
more edges linked to the node x of T , which are the very extra edges added in ELTQn−c(n). Consequently, from the
definition of enhanced twisted cubes, x and y are adjacent in ELTQn−c(n). Similarly, we can prove that, if x and y are
adjacent in ELTQn−c(n), then they are also adjacent in T . 
Lemma 3.3. Every cycle in a cycle decomposition of LTQn is adjacent to exactly 2[n − c(n)] − 1 cycles in the same
cycle decomposition.
Proof. Notice that there is an one-to-one correspondence between the cycles in a cycle decomposition of LTQn and
the nodes of T . Furthermore, two cycles in the cycle decomposition are adjacent if and only if the two corresponding
nodes of T are adjacent. The claim follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 3.4. Given two cycles in a cycle decomposition of LTQn, there are at least 4[n − c(n)] − 6 other cycles in
this cycle decomposition such that each of them is adjacent to one of the two cycles.
Proof. There is an one-to-one correspondence between the cycles in a cycle decomposition of LTQn and the nodes of
T . The claim follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1. 
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4. A new diagnosis algorithm
In order to describe the new diagnosis algorithm, we need the following notions.
Definition 4.1. Let r be a syndrome on LTQn. Let C be a cycle in a cycle decomposition CD(HC) of LTQn.
(1) C is r -guarded if C is r -nonzero but is adjacent to some r -zero cycle. All the nodes on an r -guarded cycle are
r -guarded.
(2) C is r -unguarded if C is r -nonzero and is not adjacent to any r -zero cycle. All the nodes on an r -unguarded cycle
are r -unguarded.
Our diagnosis algorithm is based on the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let n ≥ 7. Assume there are at most n faulty nodes in LTQn. Let CD(HC) be a cycle decomposition
of LTQn. Let r be a syndrome on LTQn generated by the fault set.
(1) Every r-zero cycle in CD(HC) consists of fault-free nodes.
(2) There is an r-zero cycle in CD(HC).
(3) There is at most one r-unguarded cycle in CD(HC).
(4) If there is an r-unguarded cycle in CD(HC), then there is at most one node on this cycle such that all of its
r-guarded neighboring nodes are faulty.
(5) If there is an r-unguarded cycle in CD(HC), and there is one node on this cycle such that (a) all of its r-guarded
neighboring nodes are faulty, and (b) each of its r-unguarded neighboring nodes either is faulty or is not adjacent
to any fault-free r-guarded nodes. Then the node is fault-free.
Proof. (1) Every cycle in CD(HC) consists of 2c(n) = 2dlog2(n+1)e(≥ n + 1) nodes. The claim follows from
Lemma 2.1.
(2) There are totally 2n−c(n) = 2n−dlog2(n+1)e(≥ n + 1) cycles in CD(HC). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that there is a
fault-free cycle in CD(HC), which must be r -zero.
(3) Assume there were two distinct r -unguarded cycles, say C1 and C2, in CD(HC). According to Lemma 3.4,
CD(HC) would contain at least 4[n − c(n)] − 6 = 4[n − dlog2(n + 1)e] − 6(≥ n + 1) r -nonzero cycles each
of which is either adjacent to C1 or adjacent to C2. According to Lemma 2.1, there would be more than n faulty
nodes, a contradiction.
(4) Assume there were two distinct nodes, u and v, on an r -unguarded cycle such that all the r -guarded neighboring
nodes of u and v are faulty. Then there would be at least 4[n − c(n)] − 2 = 4[n − dlog2(n + 1)e] − 2(≥ n + 1)
faulty nodes, a contradiction.
(5) Otherwise there would be more than n faulty nodes. 
4.1. Description of algorithm
The main idea of the algorithm is described as follows.
Algorithm Diagnosis
INPUT: An integer n ≥ 7, a cycle decomposition CD(HC) of LTQn, and a syndrome r on LTQn.
OUTPUT: A set of nodes which are diagnosed as faulty.
Step 1. Determine all the r -zero and r -nonzero cycles in CD(HC). Determine all the r -zero and r -nonzero nodes.
Diagnose all the r -zero nodes as fault-free.
Step 2. For each r -guarded node p, if there is an r -zero node q that is adjacent to p, and an r -zero node w that is
adjacent to q , then diagnose p as fault-free or faulty according as r((p, w)q) = 0 or 1.
Step 3. For each r -unguarded node p, if there is an r -guarded node q that is adjacent to p, and a nodew that is adjacent
to q such that both q and w have been diagnosed as fault-free, then diagnose p as fault-free or faulty according as
r((p, w)q) = 0 or 1.
Step 4. For each remaining r -unguarded node p, if there is an r -unguarded node q that is adjacent to p, and an
r -guarded node w that is adjacent to q such that both q and w have been diagnosed as fault-free in the previous steps,
then diagnose p as fault-free or faulty according as r((p, w)q) = 0 or 1.
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Step 5. Let F be the set of all the nodes having been diagnosed as faulty. Return F .
The following theorem, which is a corollary of Theorem 4.1, ensures the correctness of algorithm Diagnosis.
Theorem 4.2. Let n ≥ 7. Assume there are at most n faulty nodes in LTQn. Then algorithm Diagnosis when running
on a syndrome produced by a fault set returns the fault set.
4.2. Design of data structure
In order for algorithm Diagnosis to achieve optimal performance, we need to introduce appropriate data structures,
which are described below:
(1) A three-dimensional array SYNDROME of size 2n · n · n, which records a syndrome r on LTQn. The first index
of array SYNDROME takes on values in {0, 1}n , while the second and third indexes are integers between 1 and
n, inclusive. For x ∈ {0, 1}n, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n( j 6= i), SYNDROME[x][i][ j] stores the value of r((y, z)x ),
where y and z are the i th dimensional and j th dimensional neighbors of x , respectively.
(2) An one-dimensional array BCYCLE of length 2c(n), which records a base cycle on LTQc(n), i.e. HC : (y1 →
y2 → · · · → y2c(n) → y1). For each index 1 ≤ i ≤ 2c(n), BCYCLE [i] = yi .
(3) An one-dimensional array ZCYCLE of length 2n−c(n) and with indexes in {0, 1}n−c(n), which is used to
distinguish r -zero cycles from r -nonzero cycles. For each x ∈ {0, 1}n−c(n), ZCYCLE[x] equals 0 or 1 according
as cycle HC(x) is r -zero or not. Initially, all the components of ZCYCLE are set as 0.
(4) An one-dimensional array DIAG of length 2n and with indexes in {0, 1}n , which records the diagnosis result.
For x ∈ {0, 1}n , DIAG[x] stores the diagnosis result about x , which assumes a value in the set {−1, 0, 1}. The
three values denote three states of a node, that is, undiagnosed, fault-free and faulty, respectively. Initially, all the
components of DIAG are set as −1.
Based on these data structures, our diagnosis algorithm can be formulated as follows.
Algorithm DIAGNOSIS
INPUT: An integer n ≥ 7, a three-dimensional array SYNDROME, an one-dimensional array BCYCLE, an one-
dimensional array ZCYCLE, an one-dimensional array DIAG, which are described as above.
OUTPUT: A set F of nodes.
/* Initialization */
1. for each x ∈ {0, 1}n DIAG [x] = −1;
2. for each x ∈ {0, 1}n−c(n), ZCYCLE[x] = 0;
/* Get all the r -zero cycles and r -nonzero cycles */
3. for each x ∈ {0, 1}n−c(n) for each i = 1 to 2c(n)
4. p = bit position where BCYCLE[i] 6= BCYCLE[i − 1] ;
5. q = bit position where BCYCLE[i] 6= BCYCLE[i + 1] ;
6. if (SYNDROME[xBCYCLE[i]][p][q] == 1) then ZCYCLE[x] = 1 ; break ;
/* Diagnose all the r -zero nodes as fault-free */
7. for each x ∈ {0, 1}n−c(n) if (ZCYCLE[x] == 0) then for each y ∈ {0, 1}c(n)
DIAG[xy] = 0 ;
/* The remaining part of the algorithm consists of three rounds. The first round identifies all the r -guarded nodes.
The second round identifies all those r -unguarded nodes each of which has a fault-free r -guarded neighbor. The third
round identifies all those r -unguarded nodes each of which has no fault-free r -guarded neighbor but has a fault-free
r -unguarded neighbor that, in turn, is adjacent to a fault-free r -guarded node */
8. for i = 1 to 3
9. for each x ∈ {0, 1}n
10. if (DIAG [x] == 1) then
11. for p = 1 to n
12. y = the pth dimensional neighbor of x ;
13. if (DIAG[y] == 0) then
14. for q = 1 to n except p
15. z = the qth dimensional neighbor of y;
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16. if (DIAG[z] == 0) then
17. if (SYNDROME[y][p][q] == 0) then DIAG[x] = 0 ; goto 9 ;
18. else DIAG[x] = 1 ; goto 9 ;
/* Diagnose the remaining undiagnosed node as fault-free, if it is existent */
19. for each x ∈ {0, 1}n if (DIAG [x] == 1) then DIAG[x] = 0 ;
20. F = empty set ;
21. for each x ∈ {0, 1}n if (DIAG[x] == 1) then F = F ∪ {x};
22. OUTPUT (F).
Theorem 4.3. Algorithm DIAGNOSIS runs in O(N log22 N ), where N = 2n is the number of nodes of LTQn.
Proof. Statements 1–2 of the algorithm spend O(2n) time. Statements 3–6 cost O(n2n) time. Statement 7 runs
in O(2n) time. Statements 8–18 are executed in O(n22n) time. Statement 19 works in O(2n) time. Statements
20–22 need O(2n) time. So the total time needed by the algorithm when running on a syndrome on LTQn is
O(n22n) = O(N log22 N ). Note that the size of input for algorithm DIAGNOSIS is O(n22n). Therefore, the time
of DIAGNOSIS is linear in the size of input.
When n ≤ 5, algorithm DIAGNOSIS may not work properly because there may be no r -zero cycle at all.
Furthermore, when n ≤ 6, DIAGNOSIS may not work properly because there may be more than one r -unguarded
cycle. In that case, we may recall Sengupta–Dahbura’s algorithm instead to identify the faulty nodes. The combined
algorithm, however, also runs in O(N log22 N ) time. 
5. Conclusions
Under the MM∗ comparison model, we have proposed a diagnosis algorithm tailored for the n-dimensional locally
twisted cube system. The correctness of the algorithm has been proved for n ≥ 7. Based on elaborately designed
data structures, the algorithm DIAGNOSIS runs in O(N log22 N ) time. In comparison, Sengupta–Dahbura’s diagnosis
algorithm runs in O(N 5) time. Therefore, our diagnosis algorithm is remarkably superior.
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